No contingency is currently available or remaining.

Subject to slide status.

Roadway areas is underway. B85: All tie-backs have been tested evaluated by LBNL. Site grading at the Southeast and South energization effort at the Central Utility Plant gas switches are being casework and ceiling grid/tile is being installed on levels 2 and 3. Taping and interior painting is underway on all levels. Laboratory SP2

Consultant on board developing 458.1 plan.

B5/B16. 60% Deactivation Plan for B5/16 submitted and approved.
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CONT TYPE

1 Contingency balance is the portion of TPC that is assigned as contingency and not yet utilized. This type is generally used in reporting line item or Direct-funded projects.

2 Contingency balance is the portion of Current funding that is assigned as contingency and not yet utilized. This type is generally used in reporting indirect-funded projects.

3 No contingency is currently available or remaining.

4 Contingency is held outside of the project (not in TPC or Current funding).